5. Amulet against fever1
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6,5 x 16,5 cm

Provenance unknown
plate X

The amulet is written on dark brown rag paper with a brownish ink. Fully preserved, the only
holes to be seen are the holes used to hang up the amulet. The paper has 7 vertical folds at ca.
2 cm each. The other side contains fragments of three lines, the opening lines of an official
letter in Arabic that was written earlier than the amulet, as the piece of paper was cut out of
the letter.2 Given that the paper was folded and pierced, it was probably actually worn as an
amulet.
The hand could be datable into the late 10th or 11th century; compare the letters D, N, Y in
V. Stegemann, Koptische Paläographie, Heidelberg 1936, 21, Historische Notiz. A late date is
also supported by the material. However, as the Arabic text can be dated to the 11–12th
century or even a century later, a dating into the 11th–12th century or even later for the Coptic
is preferable.
Amulet with the three names of the three young men of Babylon and voces magicae.
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GORDO GQXPNGT OZDKFKPS// ZD[O]OKDS
DSDRKDS// NKSDIM
HKTRDL // NKSDL
DETOODLW// MDM
NPUMDM// EPMDM//
NPUVDR// DNJKD//
DOKD// NDOTPUODJD
TDOGRD// TDKGRD
GOJGND// DOJGND//
DOTWMNMPUM//
NDOTPUMDMD// JPUJIM//
LRDJD// NGNG//
DNDJD// GYRKD//
DYRDNDND// ODEJNDJD// TNJKS
DVWD// DVPUG//
JDNOJPU// DJDNDS//
LDJN// DLDM//
TGRTDLPS ODRVIR
VTV// NDTGGR
VKVDR// MTIR// GUTWM
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Ágnes Mihálykó

XSRWa`V// a^QcSVQ^Q^QXa^//
1.

Y\QY X[bZXY^ 1–2. hdefg

Translation:
The names of the three saints: Hananias, Asarias, Misael; Zitrak, Misak, Abtnnako; Lal,
Moulal, Bolal, (voces magicae).
1–6 The invocation of the three young men of Babylon, who escaped with divine help
from the furnace of Nebuchadnezzar (Daniel 3) is common in amulets against fever. It was
believed that their escape from the hot furnace made them powerful against fever.
Parallels to this formula have been listed by W. Brashear, Lesefrüchte, ZPE 50 (1983) 106–
1073, to this list some others can be added.4 The three men’s Jewish and Babylonian names
(Daniel 1.7) are listed in these texts. The six names show significant orthographical
variations. In only one text, Beltz op. cit. II 42 are they labeled the three holy (hdefg) boys.
To the names of these three boys, variants of the voces magicae WQW XZ_WQW RZWQW are
always added. The variants differ in each and every text, but have in common the X-R and b
or j sequences and the WQW endings, the most frequent variant being WQW XZ_WQW RZ_WQW.
This usual connection between the three voces and the three young men made W. Till (op. cit.
102) suggest that they were understood as the secret names of the young men, this
interpretation is supported by Stegemann op. cit. xxvii, 6 and our text.
1 S[bZXS^ is X[bZXS^ in standardized Sahidic. The scribe could have dropped the X
accidentally, or he could have used it this way.
7–24 These lines contain only voces magicae divided by double strokes, which, except
for the last line, are marked with a supralinear stroke. Except for UZ_UTW, they do not belong
to any known tradition of voces magicae, I could not find any parallels. However, some of
them are Greek or Greek sounding (as ^QVS\Q, Q`Z_S), or derivations of biblical (Gnostic?)
names (Qc\QXQXQ, QUQXQ]), and some others could be understood as variations, word games
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W. E. Crum, Eine Verfluchung, ZÄS 34 (1896) 85–89 (curse, papyrus, reference to the three boys without
their names).
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with these once meaningful words. They are mainly variant repetitions of these words,5 which
sometimes form a threefold structure with a third, totally different word.6 On these techniques
of creating voces magicae see H. S. Versnel, The Poetics of the Magic Charm, in: P.Mirecki M. Meyer (edd.), Magic and Ritual in the Ancient World, Leiden 2002, 105–158, esp. 131–
132.
The author of the text made use of Greek words in creating a text that was meant for
supernatural communication, thus did not have an earthly meaning. The use of a foreign
language of a sacred status as a source for voces magicae is well attested in the magical
practice of different periods, see W. Brashear, The Greek Magical Papyri: an Introduction and
Survey, ANRW II 18.5, Berlin 1995, 3429. In later Coptic magic Greek language had this
position, reinforced by its liturgical use. A text published by J. Van der Vliet, The amulet
P.Mil.Vol.Copt. Inv. 22.: Some Addenda, JCoptStud 7 (2005) 141–145, a fever amulet from
the 10th–11th century, for example, also contains corrupt forms of Greek words such as
UWkb_^ or Zfb[W. It is remarkable that the words applied in both this text and our one come
from the semantic area of religion and magic.
9 PCHENC can stand as a Greek word, cj iX`V.
10 CLGEKC is possibly derived from g^VZY]W.
12 GMQGFJ: the divine name GSG, plus the frequent ending of angel names, FJ, a
derivation from the Hebrew name of the Lord. Frequent way of creating angelic names, see
Versnel, op. cit. 114–115.
13–14 INCGC may have a distant connection to \`Vc_a.
15 CTNCKCKC can be regarded as a derivation of the name of Abraham, he comes across
in an amulet against fever (R. Kotansky, Greek Magical Amulets, 1994, 347 Nr. 59.)
17–18 CRMQE may be a misspelled form of h\_dX, with CRSC and GCKLGMQ it forms a
threefold structure.
18–19 CGCKCO is an orthographical variant of CDCKCO, which might be a variant for the
name Adam, or a late reminiscent of the Gnostic figure of Adamas, the Tyrant, one of the
twelve archons of Pistis Sophia and the first man of the Gospel of the Egyptians. This name
comes across also in another magical papyrus, Kropp, op. cit. II. xiii., where it refers to
Adam, the first man, either Gnostic or orthodox, as it occurs in the self-identification as the
offspring of ‘Adamas’. This doesn’t necessarily imply to any knowledge of Gnosticism in the
11th century, the compiler of this text may just have borrowed his material from earlier
magical texts.
20 PENPCIMO: Greek sounding word, it can have a connection to cXc`W\eb[_[.
21 KCPEEN may be of Latin origin (‘mater’ mother).
23–24 As apart from these letters only the first one and a half line, which doesn’t contain
names, is not marked by a supralinear stroke, it is probable that these last letters weren’t
understood as names, either. However, they cannot be interpreted as regular Coptic or Arabic.
They might be some very corrupt Coptic words.
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Such as PCLENC// PCHENC and maybe ELGEKC// CLGEKC//.
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As CKGHC// CLHC// KCLPMQLCGC; INCGC// KEKE// CKCGC, CRSC// CRMQE// GCKLGMQ; CGCKCO// ICGKCO//
KCICJ//; and maybe CLPSJKJMQJ// KCLPMQJCJC// GMQGFJ// and KCPEEN RHRCN// JPFN.

